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DO ROADRUNNERS IMPACT QUAIL POPULATIONS?

BY: NICHOLAS R. KOLBE M.S., WILDLIFE CONSULTANT/REAL ESTATE AGENT
The Northern Bobwhite quail; ever elusive, its cryptic camouflage making it almost invisible in the South Texas
brush county and Rolling Plains ecoregions. Mainly a ground dwelling bird however, when threatened, takes
flight generally making a beeline to the nearest low hanging cover or soaring a few hundred yards to escape
predation. Bobwhite quail are omnivorous species consuming a high percentage of protein rich insects during
the juvenile stage and moving toward a more highly concentrated seed/mast died in the adult stage of life.
Enter the Greater roadrunner or also known as the “Chaparral Cock, Paisano and Snakebird”. One of the fastest
native ground dwelling birds in Texas reaching speeds up to 25 mph. It, like the Bobwhite, also has suited
camouflage for Texas’s habitats making it undetectable in dense cover. Roadrunners spend most of their life on
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Left: Male and female bobwhite quail. Photo by Jeff Wendorff. Right: Greater roadrunner. Photo by Michael Pearce

the ground as well and, like the bobwhite, can fly long distances to escape predators if threatened. The
roadrunner is mainly an opportunistic omnivore consuming items such as insects, small mammals, reptiles and
mast from vegetation. Oh, and did I mention they also consume quail!
So, who wins? In the past year I have had a lot of curious and some concerned landowners ask, “Do roadrunner
eat quail and their eggs? Are roadrunners impacting my quail population? Should I be concerned about the
number of roadrunners on my property?” Well, let’s take a look.
As stated above, the roadrunner is a very opportunistic omnivore. It also possesses highly acidic enzymes within
its digestive track enabling it to consume and metabolize…. well just about whatever it can get its beak on.
Mainly these items include insects as this food source is readily available on the range throughout the year.
Studies such as D.M. Gorsuch’s of the U.S. biological survey report printed in 1932 showed that most of the
roadrunner’s diet is made up of this easily catchable and abundant food source. From the study approximately
100 roadrunners were captures and stomach contents examined. On average approximately 62% of the birds’
stomachs contained insects such as grasshoppers and beetles. Reptiles and small mammals such as snakes,
lizards, and rodents was the second tier of food supply making up about 30% of the stomach matter. No
evidence of quail or quail eggs were examined within the stomachs. Other very interested species that were
found was a cactus wren, an unidentified sparrow and a meadow lark. Lastly and a very interesting note in this
article stated,
“I saw a roadrunner following a family of twelve newly hatched Gambel quail and their
parents, as they fed through the grass. This appeared to be a splendid opportunity for the
roadrunner to secure one of the chicks, for although the adult quail knew of its presence,
they gave little attention. The roadrunner’s interest centered upon those grasshoppers
that the quail started up and that flew beyond their reach. This continued until the
roadrunner darted immediately in front of the cock quail to get a grasshopper,

whereupon the cock turned and savagely attacked the roadrunner, who escaped by
jumping into a mesquite, from which it sailed into an adjoining wash. On many other
occasions a like proceeding has been observed, and it is my conviction that the
roadrunner follows such feeding quail for grasshoppers thus started up” (Gorsuch 1932).
Another study conducted by the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and published in 1999 examined the
stomach contents of 118 roadrunners in the South Texas ecoregion. This study too found that insects, reptiles
and small mammals made up the majority of the food source for the bird. They did however find the remains of
2 northern bobwhite quail chicks out of the 118 birds dissected (Kazmaier et al. 1999).
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Finally two other studies, one published by Felix Hernandez in 1999 and the other by Dale Rollins and John P.
Carroll in the 2001, showed that majority of predation on quail and their nesting sites occurred from small
mammals and accipiter species. Mammals that had the most impact from Hernandez’s study were raccoons
which accounted for 91% of quail nest predation. Other mammals included skunks, feral swine, opossums,
foxes and coyotes. Hernandez did note three occasions where roadrunners were photographed but never caught
raiding a quail nest. From Rollin’s and Carroll’s study the accipiter that had the most impact on the direct
consumption of quail was the Northern harrier (Rollins and Carroll 2001, Hernandez et al. 1997).
From the literature and evidence provided, it seems mesomammals and accipiters tend to play a larger role in
impacting quail populations than roadrunners do. Heck, roadrunners may even be a secret ally to the ever so
sought after quail as they are proven to consume many of the known nest predators like snakes and rodents.
Let’s also put into perspective the other factors that are much more influential on quail populations like climate
and habitat. In my previous articles on quail species in Texas and from other items of literature, quail nesting
success and survival is highly correlated to rainfall throughout the year. Without the necessary and timely
precipitation such as in spring and summer, food availability for birds is scarce and negatively affects adult
survival, nesting success and of course juvenile recruitment. Temperature is also a key factor as we have seen
through this cold and dry 2017-18 winter.
Quail are hardy birds and generally a few freezing temperature days do not directly kill birds as long as
adequate cover is present for roosting and loafing. However, with the winter that we have had this year and
prolonged freezing periods of up to 3+ days, this environment can directly kill birds especially if the range lacks
appropriate cover. These drastic fringed conditions also compound the problem with the lack of food available
during the winter. Quail are using up to 25% more energy to stay alive during the winter. If range conditions are
poor and quail lack the food supply and necessary cover, they will suffer through these times.

I am not saying that roadrunners do not consume adult birds.
I am not saying that roadrunners do not consume juvenile or
newly hatched birds, which I believe is much more probable
than consuming an adult and also with the evidence
provided in the above research. I suspect that given the
opportunity and the right circumstances, such as a quail
chick just so happens to jump into the roadrunner’s mouth, I
am sure the roadrunner would be gracious for the easy meal
(might be best to keep those genetics out of the gene pool
anyway). However, the research shows that roadrunners
really do not have that great of an impact on quail
populations. There are many other easily obtainable and
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other than quail that, generally, are scarce in numbers as it is
and much more agile than grasshoppers. Habitat, rainfall and temperature have a much greater hand in
influencing quail numbers.
If you are looking to correctly manage your quail population, I encourage you to take a look at other much
important factors such as improving habitat. Correct habitat is one item that a landowner or manager can
manipulate and improve. This item, behind rainfall which all you can do is pray for, is the most important
limiting factor for quail. With proper habitat comes necessary food supply, appropriate cover for nesting,
loafing and escaping, and also adequate space for dispersal. All of these factors when present on the range will
buffer your quail population when times are difficult. Without correct habitat, trying to limit predator
populations is a waste of time and money.

Habitat restoration project for bobwhite quail. Photo by Quail Forever.
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DESCRIPTIVE POINTS: TORO RANCH, DUVAL COUNTY
239 Acres located in Duval County, TX near San Diego along CR 104. This is an opportunity to own a
South Texas ranch that has been in the same family for 5 generations. The property has a good mixture of native
brush species that offer prime habitat for wildlife. This ranch is a blank slate but has a good road system, water

well, and electricity close by. Improvements include 1 barn, 1 shed, and a set of cattle pens. The perimeter of
the property is low fence. Water includes 1 well that is currently on the property. The well is in working
condition and is powered by a windmill. This water well fills a concrete pila as well as a large water trough.
There is city water not far away and there could be an opportunity to get it to the ranch. Vegetation species are
diverse as well as good soils throughout the ranch. Brush species include, but are not limited to, Black Brush,
Guajillo, Persimmon, White Brush, Guayacon, Mesquite and others. As for wildlife there are abundant species
like white-tailed deer, quail turkey, dove and javelina. This is a surface sale only so no minerals will convey.
The property is currently under wildlife exemption.

Price: $466,050.00
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